
2013 AOPC monitor report
Richard Meredith-Hardy visited the site in Phuket 28-29 September 2013 with Captain Veerayuth, president of RASAT.

History

The original bid approved at the 2012 Plenary had the site at Krabi which is some distance from Phuket on the Thai mainland. Since this event is
also the test event for the 2014  which are based in Phuket there has always been some doubt whether Krabi was reallyAsian Beach Games
suitable; however it was chosen because of the difficulty of finding a site on the relatively small and densely populated Phuket peninsula, and the
Krabi local government were enthusiasic to provide an alernative which could simultaneously accommodate the 5 airsports RASAT were
proposing for ABG.

It would appear that in early 2013 OCA forced the issue by insisting all ABG events must happen in Phuket or not at all.

The net result is that a new site has been found in Phuket which is easily large enough to accommodate paramotors, aeromoddling and
paragliding accuracy. It is not suitable for the other two sports, but they already both had problems; the Thais had no budget for the very
significant cost of the parachuting aircraft and their fuel, and there was considerable doubt whether a quorum of nations from the Asian region
could be found for the hang gliding event.

Official

The organizer agreement was signed and returned to FAI within the deadline stipulated by the 2012 CIMA Plenary.
All competition officials have been appointed and apparently will be at the event.
A  has been created which includes the local regulations, task catalogue, a registration system and much other useful information.website
RASAT have received the appropriate medals from FAI Secretariat.
The championship monitor has visited the site.

Several 'trainee' jury and stewards will be attached to the existing officials. These have no official function but may observe and learn the duties of
championship officials with the view they could perform these duties in future.

The site

Is centrally located on the Phuket Peninsula. My estimation of area is about 20 Ha. Destined to eventually become a shopping mall, it is owned by
a property magnate and enthusiastic aeromoddler who has promised RASAT the use of the site for two years. The ABG aviation events will be in
the same place in 2014. 

http://www.phuketthailand2014.com/Home.aspx
http://www.aopc2013.org


Google Earth currently shows the site to be an area of dump, jungle and lakes. It is in fact a disused open-cast tin mine, but the Thai Navy have
been busy for the last few weeks generally clearing and levelling the site. When I visited the work seemed well in progress and they had a number
of large machines working away. The Navy foreman promised me it would be finished with a 12 tonne roller well in time for November 2013 and



will be sown to grass for the 2014 ABG. Apparently it is not unknown for it to rain in November but the ground is fairly light sandy soil which
semed to drain very well between the frequent heavy september monsoon showers which occurred during the visit. 

Even though I estimate it as low risk to our competitors, rescue boats are promised for the 2 lakes next to the site.

The wind direction from October through December is NE - E down the longest 600m axis of the field which is what is needed to winch launch the



Paragliders. It is therefore easily large enough for all AOPC and ABG paramotor activities and being fairly near the sea should be reasonably
laminar.

There is apparently a plan to build a two-lane dual carriageway down one side of the site which will make very good access for ABG in 2014.

Phuket city authorities have promised a main electricity supply will be provided to the site.

The organizers have planned sensible locations for the infrastructure, spectators Etc. on the downwind end of the site.

Accommodation

The official hotel for AOPC is the Katina Hotel, but there are hundreds of other options in the area and a camping area is provided adjoning the
site. The Katina has some 200 rooms and is perfectly nice. It has all facilities including free Wireless internet, and for the event is discounted
some 50% off regular price.

It is located some 2.5km from the flying site which would be quite convenient if the local traffic wasn't so terrible. In practice it can take 30 min to
travel between the two places. In part this is due to the construction of an underpass at the nearest road junction. This will probably be completed
in time for ABG 2014.

Shuttle buses will be provided between the site and the hotel.

H3. Tasks

I already observed the Thais making an efficient job of running precision and eco tasks in the September 2012 Kings Cup. Navigation tasks are
something new but I believe well within their competence. RASAT have apparently acquired a good number of AMOD loggers to rent to all those
who need one.

The flying area is quite small, about 10 or 15 Km in 3 directions and 5 to the east. The limitations are the sea, and the international airport to the
North. This would be quite a problem in a WPC, not least because the sea and hills make it somewhere almost impossible to get lost in, but given
the lower navigtional experience of the average Asian pilot I think it will be perfectly possible to provide challenging navigational exercises to
competitors.

I have a copy (sample will be attached when I have access to a scanner) of the 1:50,000 'Changwat Phuket' so-called 'military map'. This seems
good on terrain but probably rather poor on man-made attributes such as roads. I have already been in discussion with Nayot about this and we
will decide whether a road map (eg Google maps road map) might actually be more useful to pilots. He has already physically acquired a
catalogue of c.40 turnpoint locations, the question is therefore which map is the least ambiguous in the context of pilots trying to find them.

Phuket peninsula is densely populated or covered in jungle and there are power lines everywhere. Nevertheless there are places where
outlandings may safely be made, and of course there are the beaches. The organizers are very aware of this and will be setting nav tasks along
routes which are safe so long as pilots maintain a reasonable height.



Conclusion

AOPC 2013

The move from Krabi to a suitable site in Phuket has caused a delay but planning and progress seems to have now moved into top gear and I am
confident AOPC / ABG test 2013 will be a success.

ABG 2014

Discussions with Captain Veerayuth revealed that the current plan is to run the three events sequentially, that is to say the first one would start
well before the opening ceremony and end on the first competition day. The othe rtwo events would happen in the competition week. I have
encouraged him to consider the idea of running all three, or at least two of the events simultaneously, that is to say each sport gets slots in each
competition day for tasks on the site in a way not dissimilar to the WAG concept.

It would encourage the notion of 'friendship betwen nations' by integrating the flying events better into the overall 'games' philosophy of many
event happening between an opening and closing ceremony. On the other hand it does present some extra logistical and financial issues to the
oganizer. This should be discussed further at this years events.


